Summer Booklet
Full Blast 3
- KEY -

Exercise 1: Unit 1 – Lesson 1a: Let’s meet up
1. Do you want to come round my house and watch a DVD tonight?
2. Do you fancy having pasta tonight?
3. Please contact me if you have any questions.
4. Thanks for the invitation but I ‘m afraid I can’t make it.
5. Can you explain what happened again? Because I don’t get it.
6. Why can’t we fix this? What are we like?
7. The rarely go to the cinema because they prefer to watch DVDs at home.
8. “What are you up to?” “I’m reading a book.
9. The rarely go to the cinema because they prefer to watch DVDs at home.
10.I have no other plans for tonight. So, we can go to that party.
Exercise 2: Unit 1. Lesson 1b: Try something new
11.Rhonda hurt her knee while she was dong karate
12.Ron can’t go mountain biking with us! He can’t even ride a bike!
13.Derek likes trying extreme sports
14.It’s not always easy to take up a new career.
15.He used his credit card instead of paying in cash
16.Can you imagine living on another planet?
17.In my opinion, Rihanna is better than Alicia Keys.
18.My mother loves classical music, especially Beethoven
19.No many young people like traditional music
20.R&B is a popular type of music
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Exercise 3: Unit 1. Lesson 1b: Try something new
21.The new youth club offers lots of activities for its members.
22.Every time Kate is on stage, she gets nervous.
23.This song has a strong beat.
24.Who’s your favourite pop singer?
25.I’m a big fan of U2, what about you?
26.It’s the first time the band has performed on stage.
27.Mozart composed his last opera shortly before he died.
28.Let’s download the lyrics of this song.
29.The band played all their new songs at the gig.
30.My parents have very old school ideas about relationships.
Exercise 4: Unit 1. Lesson 1d: In fashion
31.You can see all the latest trends in this magazine
32.Baggy jeans aren’t fashionable any more.
33.Why don’t you try this checked shirt on?
34.She’ll wear this sparkly dress to the party. She wants to impress everyone.
35.Can you at least help me with the dessert?
36.I bought this pair of jeans. What do you think?
37.The average person needs about 2000 calories per day.
38.My grandfather was a mineworker and he worked in coal mine.
39.The boy ripped his trousers on the fence.
40.This is my new denim jacket.
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Exercise 5: Unit 1. Lesson 1d: In fashion
41.We offered them a good price but they wouldn’t sell the flat.
42.I think there is a cause for his strange behaviour.
43.Are you going to wear these stonewashed jeans to the job interview?
44.She is the fashion designer of the future.
45.There is a 20% discount on some items of clothing this week.
46.This shirt matches your new pair of trousers.
47.Peter always wears casual clothes.
48.I have no idea what’s in fashion this year
49.My mother is a quick-tempered woman, so I try not to annoy her.
50.Mark is really bossy. He is always giving orders to people.
Exercise 6: Unit 1. Lesson 1d: In fashion
51.Stop annoying me all the time. Can’t you se I’m trying to study?
52.Cody seems confident but he always asks for other people’s opinion.
53.Peter can be so stubborn sometimes. He just doesn’t change his mind.
54.You are very selfish, you just care about yourself.
55.Ken is very outgoing and makes friends easily.
56.Billy has an interest in Art.
57.Dan’s in a really bad mood so we should find a way to cheer him up.
58.Molly Bishop teaches young children at a primary school.
59.You can always rely on me. Never forget that.
60.There’s a fan in my room for very hot days.
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Exercise 7: Unit 2. Lesson 2a: Landmarks
1. Jordan has visited many famous landmarks around the word.
2. The princess was locked I a high tower.
3. Our hotel was close to the Houses of Parliament.
4. The Grand Canyon always impresses its visitors.
5. The swimming pool is deep, so be careful.
6. The castle is one of the most interesting structures of the city.
7. The road stretches for as long as you can see.
8. What’s the distance between Birmingham and London?
9. We visited a man-made lake in the North of the country.
10.There are lots of skyscrapers in New York.
11.There is a small waterfall deeper inside the forest.
12.The hills were lost in the morning mist.
13.Water is a liquid.
14.Steve and Martin are about the same height.
15.Uncle Jim sent us a greeting card from New York.
Exercise 8: Unit 2. Lesson2b: A new look
16.I don’t think extensions suit her.
17.Brenda is only 14 years old and she has dyed hair.
18.Look at that boy’s dreadlocks. They’re great.
19.Tie your shoelaces, otherwise you’ll fall down.
20.Sue likes her hair in a ponytail.
21.Do you like my new hairstyle?
22.Does this colour suit me?
23.She’s made up her mind. She’s going to buy the red car.
24.Jane regretted not visiting the Empire State Building while in New York.
25.Oscar wore a green wig to the fancy dress party.
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Exercise 9: Unit 2. Lesson2c: Art attack
26.What’s your dad’s occupation?
27.He’s member of the city council.
28.Sally complains about everything!
29.The volunteers are cleaning up the beach today.
30.Our company provides hospitals with necessary
31.Our plans for a picnic were completely ruined by the rain.
32.Smoking is forbidden in public places.
33.Helen sprayed water on her plants.
34.There’s loads of work to do today, so don’t waste any time.
35.The authorities will decide what will happen with the park.
36.The film is too complicated for me. I don’t understand it.
37.Did Mark eventually go to Susanne’s party?
38.Do you realize how serious the problem is?
39.It was a successful effort and the athlete won a gold medal.
40.What do you suggest we do?
Exercise 10: Unit 2. Lesson2d: Famous faces
41.You’ve got to try this recipe. It’s delicious.
42.Norman’s brother has a small catering business.
43.We are all very happy with your success.
44.I want to turn the basement into a studio.
45.Party preparations are usually long and tiring.
46.Washing the dishes is a boring chore, but somebody has to do it.
47.Tom wants to improve at school but he doesn’t make any effort.
48.Painting the house was no easy task.
49.I saw an interesting advertisement in the local newspaper.
50.Reaching the North Pole was a remarkable achievement.
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Exercise 11: Unit 2. Workbook
51.This ring is very impressive.
52.The façade of the building is red and white.
53.We should visit the ancient ruins of the city.
54.Amsterdam has got lots of bicycle lanes.
55.I find Dali’s painting quite impressive.
56.Rome is such an attractive city.
57.Have you chosen a holiday destination yet?
58.The Louvre is a major tourist attraction.
59.The view from our room is fascinating.
60.My sister and I share a cosy, little room.
Exercise 12: Unit 2. Culture page 1
61.I’ve just read a text about human rights.
62.Unfortunately, we didn’t have the time to visit the Natural History Museum in
London.
63.Five people were injured, including a child.
64.The offices are located in the city center.
65.My brother has read a lot about weapon technology.
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Exercise 13: Unit 3. Lesson 3a
1. I’m bored of the same things. Let’s try something out of the ordinary this
weekend.
2. Are you available tomorrow evening?
3. Scientific research has shown that this species of frog is endangered.
4. The experiment shows how the Earth goes round the Sun.
5. Can you explain to us what a lunar eclipse is?
6. The cost of the trip was about 2000 euros.
7. Does the price include breakfast?
8. There aren’t a lot of job opportunities in this city.
9. We should book the tickets first and then start looking for accommodation.
10.Dave is really into martial arts at the moment.
11.Taekwondo is too violent for me.
12.What skills are required for this position?
13.Wear a hat to protect your head from the sun.
14.My weekly schedule is very busy.
15.Answer the questions and complete the table.
Exercise 14: Unit 3. Lesson 3b. Express yourself!
16.Be careful, you just stepped on me!
17.You should apologize to James. You were really rude to him.
18.That’s not a very polite gesture in this country, you know.
19.We often communicate by e-mail with my cousin Ellie.
20.Don’t shout at Peter. He can’t hear you, he’s deaf.
21.My brother is very curious. He wants to know everything about my friends.
22.I have had some chest pains lately, so I’ll see the doctor tomorrow.
23.James hit his fist on the table angrily.
24.What happened, Chloe? Why are you so annoyed?
25.Would you be interested in an Italian cookery course?
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Exercise 15 Unit 3. Lesson 3c: Do you speak English?
26.There are many different festivals throughout the year.
27.What’ the population of Rio de Janeiro?
28.English and French are the official languages of Canada.
29.Although she’s a non-native speaker, she speaks English fluently.
30.Doing business involves lots of risks.
31.Ted is rally interested in wed designing.
32.I came across some old photos while I was tidying my room.
33.The company has developed a lot in the last five years.
34.Alex frequently visits his grandparents.
35.Scientists hope to find a form of life on other planets.
36.There is a variety of summer dresses at this shop.
37.Could you look after my cat while I’m away?
38.We’re looking forward to seeing you on Saturday.
39.Did you come up with any ideas for the project?
40.We have to take care of the garden otherwise we should hire someone to do it.
Exercise 16. Unit 3 Lesson 3d: A taste of culture
41.Put the napkins on the table, please.
42.This cake needs 2 tablespoons of honey.
43.Put the cooking oil in the frying pan.
44.Bruce fried an egg for lunch.
45.The soup is in the saucepan but you need to heat it before you serve it.
46.Stir the soup slowly and add the cream.
47.The pizza is on the baking tray in the oven.
48.You need to roast the meat for at least 2 hours.
49.Do you know the ingredients for this recipe?
50.There should be lots of grasshoppers in the garden this time of the year.
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Exercise 16b. Unit 3 Lesson 3d: A taste of culture
51.I’ll write down the recipe, so that I won’t forget it.
52.They tried to escape from prison.
53.It’s a mixture made from meat, vegetables and herbs.
54.How dare you talk to me like that! Get out of here!
55.Why didn’t your attend guitar class yesterday? Were you ill?
56.Sandra missed school because she was feeling ill.
57.If I pass this exam, we’ll celebrate with a big party.
58.Simon hasn’t got the results of his History test yet.
59.Here’s the latest news. Mary’s had a baby!
60.Sorry I haven’t written for so long. I’ve been very busy lately.
Exercise 17. Unit 4. Lesson 4a
1. Animals should live in their natural habitats.
2. The leaves of most trees fall every autumn.
3. The firemen were trying to save a little girl who was trapped in the basement.
4. Are tigers an endangered species?
5. He is leader with enormous financial power.
6. People can’t survive without food and water.
7. Bees collect nectar from flowers.
8. I hate all lizards and snakes.
9. My interest in tropical rainforests began at an early age.
10.What material is this jacket made of?
11.Who holds the world record fro the 100 metres?
12.Janice is a typical teenager.
13.All our furniture is made of wood.
14.This dictionary is very useful. You can find all the unknown words.
15.The soil is polluted in this area.
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Exercise 18. Unit 4. Lesson 4b: A change in the weather
16.They heard some distant thunder and realized a storm was coming.
17.I was seasick during the trip so I didn’t really enjoy it.
18.Will the temperature drop tomorrow?
19.Neither of the passengers had lifejackets but fortunately no one drowned when
the boat turned over.
20.We aren’t allowed to stay on deck.
21.Tom fell because wasn’t holding on as tight as he should have been.
22.Why are your staring at me? Come here and give me a hand!
23.Tom was so hungry that he grabbed my sandwich and ate it.
24.Did you all hear that clap of thunder? It was loud!
25.A farmer was killed by lightning last week.
26.It’s such a foggy day. I think we should avoid driving.
Workbook
27.You can’t predict what will happen in ten years from now.
28.What are the colours of the rainbow?
29.Sue and Tim took great delight in the beautiful view.
30.They gave us a warning about the weather.
Exercise 19. Unit 4. Lesson 4c: Go wild
31.Peter doesn’t like romantic tales. He says they’re for girls.
32.I’m sorry to disturb you. Can I talk to you?
33.When I ran into John, I couldn’t believe my eyes. He has changed a lot!
34.The policeman chased the shoplifters but he couldn’t catch them.
35.When I say the bear coming towards us, I held my breath.
36.Dragons are mythical beasts.
37.The trip turned out to be a disaster.
38.The dog snapped at lan when he went near it.
39.Look at the shark’s jaws! It’s so scary!
40.Five people got injured in the car accident.
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Exercise 20. Unit 4. Lesson 4d: What a tragedy!
41.After the earthquake lots of people were trapped in the rubble.
42.Did the tsunami cause a lot of damage?
43.The rain caused floods all around the country.
44.The government should take measures for homeless people.
45.The police evacuated the building immediately.
46.Volcanoes that erupt regularly are called active.
47.These people are in need of food and medical care.
48.Two buildings collapsed after the earthquake.
49.Were there any survivors from the plane crash?
50.Volunteers carried medical supplies to where the injured people were.
Exercise 21. Unit 4. Lesson 4e: Imagine that!
51.James was frightened by the snake.
52.It’s really shocking to see how much crime has risen in our city.
53.It’s exhausting for Mary to work long hours and take care of her family at the
same time.
54.I thought I could trust you, but I’m so disappointed with your behavior.
55.Unfortunately, the performance was disappointing last night.
56.Rita fainted from the heat.
57.Dora had a hunch that Mike would call her that night.
58.Vivian had a nightmare last night.
59.Don’t put the glasses at the edge of the table. They may fall.
60.I’m so relieved that we solved this problem.
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Exercise 22. Culture page 2
61.We had meat with sour cream and vegetables and ice cream for dessert.
62.The sauce was really spicy because it had chili peppers in it.
63.Laura is allergic to nuts.
64.Herbs are used in cooking as well as in medicine.
65.Last night Gloria made a nice thick vegetable soup for dinner.
66.Peter wants to take part in a talent contest on T.V.
Song 2
67.Bell left all the dirty dishes in the sink.
68.Water is dripping down the walls. What’s wrong?
69.Put the kettle on the cooker for some tea.
70.The solution to this problem won’t be easy.
Exercise 23. Unit 5. Lesson 5a
1. I’m sorry, Alex isn’t her. Can I take a message?
2. Simon can be online at any time with his new smart phone.
3. I like Wi-Fi because it because it provides a wireless system with excellent
Internet speed.
4. Jason gave me a lift this morning because my car had broken down.
5. I need to leave a message for Sandy. It’s urgent.
6. We were arguing with Harry on the phone and he suddenly hung up on me.
7. They called Mr Elliot three times yesterday but it saw engaged.
8. I’m afraid you have the wrong number. This is 0207768 9945.
9. Suzy wasn’t answering her mobile, so I left he a voicemail.
10.I called you so many times. Why didn’t you pick up the phone?
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Exercise 24. Unit 5. Lesson 5b: Fitness and fun
11.Jane clicked the button and downloaded the file.
12.Let’s read about the hotel facilities on this site.
13.I’m trying to log in to this forum but for some reason I can’t.
14.The cinema club gave him a membership card.
15.Morris was running on the treadmill for 40 minutes.
16.Mary loves technology and all her equipment is up-to-date.
17.Tom won a gold medal in swimming.
18.Our grandmother is a very energetic and dynamic woman.
19.Albert wasn’t able to take part in the chess competition.
20.My sister always beats me when we play tennis.
Exercise 25. Unit 5. Lesson 5c: Marvellous machines
21.Cats and dogs are domestic animals.
22.Mum is mowing the lawn at the moment.
23.You can’t make accurate predictions about the weather.
24.The military had to deal with the rebels.
25.The thief was caught and disarmed by the police.
26.Fortunately, the bomb didn’t explode.
27.Pollution is a universal problem.
28.In ancient times there was a lot of forced labour.
29.The movie is about the adventures of a little boy who lives in a fictional village
outside Liverpool.
30.Steven Spielberg is an important film director of recent times.
31.Nobody can predict the future accurately.
32.The average human brain weighs about 1300 gr.
33.Smoking harms our health.
34.Nora never obeys her parents and they don’t know what to do.
35.This machine uses the wind to produce electricity.
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Exercise 26. Unit 5. Lesson 5d: Keep it green!
36.Global warming is a problem no one can ignore.
37.This article gives some advice on how we can reduce our carbon footprint.
38.My brother can’t afford to run an expensive car.
39.The government has increased taxes on petrol.
40.See you soon! Have a nice journey!
41.Hybrid cars are environmentally friendly.
42.Which is the most economical fuel?
43.Carbon dioxide is one of the greenhouse gases.
44.We should take measures to help homeless people.
45.The government wants to reduce crime.
46.Robin calculated the risk before leaving his job.
47.When you consider environmental problems, you need to think globally.
48.The teacher talked to us about the scientific achievements of the decade.
49.This earthquake was the worst natural disaster since records began.
50.The new government decided to reduce taxes.
Exercise 27. Unit 5. Lesson 5e: Can you live without it?
51.My sister spends her money buying useless things.
52.Drinking a lot of coffee can be harmful to your health.
53.I go t lost and I didn’t have a map with me. I felt so tired and helpless.
54.Mary is a careless driver and she often has accidents.
55.That green snake over there is completely harmless.
56.What are the disadvantages of living in a city?
57.Nora influences her younger sister a lot.
58.The children went on an educational trip to Italy last week.
59.All our products are of the best quality.
60.Harry likes watching commercials on TV.
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Exercise 27b. Unit 5. Lesson 5e: Can you live without it?
61.Mary is addicted to smoking but she wants to quit some day.
62.This dress isn’t suitable for a formal dinner.
63.Nowadays, communication is easier thanks to technology.
64.After the fire broke out, the emergency services arrived very quickly.
65.Examples of low quality programmes are reality show, gossip shows and so on.
66.Paris offers a lot to see. On the other hand, it’s a very crowded city.
67.Painting can help you relax. In addition, it’s a creative way of spending your
time.
68.To sum up, starting our own business has both advantages and disadvantages.
69.Alan buys new gadgets all the time.
70.Parents should teach their children how to use the Internet wisely.
Exercise 28. Unit 6. Lesson 6a: What’s up there?
1. After the birth of their child, their lives change forever.
2. It was so bright and sunny yesterday but to day it’s raining.
3. My grandma has only got a few streaks of grey in her hair.
4. The pollution of the atmosphere is a serious problem.
5. Environmental problems have affected the cycle of the seasons.
6. The girl’s face was reflected in the mirror.
7. The lunar surface is dry and very different from the Earth’s.
8. The hunters have just killed a deer.
9. The Greeks believed in many gods.
Workbook
10.Derek’s dark eyes are his most impressive feature.
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Exercise 29. Unit 6. Lesson 6b: A night out
11.Have you arranged everything for the trip?
12.Mary has just announced her decision to move to Spain.
13.They haven’t announced the venue of the even yet.
14.Who supported U2 at their Amsterdam concert?
15.I reckon that Susan is a talented girl.
16.Karen collects autographs of famous people.
17.“We should make a reservation for tonight.” “Don’t worry, it’s all sorted.”
18.The actors have been rehearsing all day.
19.I often lose my way in gig cities I’ve never visited before.
20.“Shall we find accommodation first and then book the tickets for Paris?”
“I think we should do it the other way round.”
Exercise 30. Unit 6. Lesson 6c: Spooky tales
21.The ambassador of China invited us for dinner tonight.
22.They say that old house on the hill is haunted.
23.The rainbow reappeared after a few minutes.
24.A long corridor connected the hall with the bedroom.
25.Jan’s haircut looks very old-fashioned.
26.The criminal was taken to prison in chains.
27.Someone smashed my car window the other day.
28.We had a peaceful holiday by the lake.
29.Tina had a successful career as a graphic designer.
30.He wanted to take revenge for what they had done to his family.
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Exercise 31. Unit 6. Lesson 6d: Good night!
31.Ian stayed up very late last night and now he’s very sleepy.
32.My visit to China was the experience of a lifetime.
33.“Are your coming with us, Dave?” “Well, it depends. Which film are we going
to see?”
34.I’m considering finding a new job. What do you think?
35.My eyes were red from lack of sleep.
36.Is it true that too much coffee might lead to sleep problems?
37.Nicole’s teacher says she’s got some concentration problems in class.
38.Human beings are considered more intelligent than animals.
39.Jane has very strong emotions for her family.
40.Within three months, Mario managed to get a new job and get a raise too.
Exercise 32. Unit 6. Lesson 6e: Let’s celebrate!
41.Let’s go out in the garden and enjoy the fireworks.
42.There were ten candles on the birthday cake.
43.Have you bought streamers for the party?
44.Gordon’s annual salary is about $20,000
45.What is the occasion for the celebration?
46.My old friends gather here once a year.
47.Are you taking part in the parade this year?
48.The decorations are amazing! Where did you find all those stars?
49.Here’s a detailed map of the city with all the sights you need to see.
50.Try some of this cheese pie. It’s delicious.
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Exercise 33. Unit 6: Workbook
51.Claudia is very creative. She makes her own jewellery.
Round-up Workbook.
52.Anorexia is a common eating disorder nowadays.
53.A criminal is a person who has committed a crime.
54.Susan is 20 kilos overweight. Obviously, she needs to go on a diet.
Culture page 3
55.Stella works as a guide in Prague.
56.Throughout history, people have fought for liberty.
57.Alice has grown to become an intelligent young lady.
58.If you have any questions, raise your hand.
59.Did you see the new department store that opened near here?
Song 3
60.My brother is a dance freak; he knows all the new moves and styles.
Exercise 34. Unit 7. Lesson 7a: Solving crimes
1. Hercule Poirot, Agatha Christie’s famous character, is one of the most popular
detectives in fiction.
2. Ned Kelly was an Australian criminal who use to wear a metal suit.
3. The police arrested three people for breaking the shop window.
4. During the burglary, the burglar sat down at the kitchen table and had dinner!
5. The robbers managed to take $600,000 and leave without anyone noticing.
6. Sandy was caught shoplifting, but they let her go and apologized to her when it
was proved she hadn’t taken anything from the shop.
7. The police are still investigating the cause of the fire.
8. The thieves tied the security guard and went into the office.
9. It’s obvious from the look on your face that something’s wrong.
10.Jason hasn’t got an alibi for the day of the robbery.
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Exercise 35. Unit 7. Lesson 7b: DIY
11.Turn up the volume please, that’s my favourite song.
12.Read the instructions carefully before you start.
13.The Maths test was a piece of cake. It was really easy.
14.We need one more screw for this shelf.
15.This book is supposed to be one of the best ever written.
16.Stop pushing me, Laura! It’s annoying!
17.Let’s turn on the computer. I want o check my e-mail.
18.Can you turn up the volume, please? I can’t hear what the actors are saying.
19.The new neighbour turned out to be my best friend’s cousin.
20.You have to read the manual to set up the new T.V.
Exercise 36. Unit 7. Lesson 7c: A friend in need.
21.There’s no excuse for Tom’s delay.
22.Let me treat you to lunch.
23.Dora saved some money to go on a trip to Spain.
24.You must help me with the project, Dylan. I’m counting on you.
25.All my friends are going to Anne’s party, but I’m not allowed. It’s just so unfair!
26.The boy blamed his brother for breaking the window.
27.Kara took the blame for crashing her dad’s car into a tree.
28.Take off that hat, Jodie. You look ridiculous.
29.Peter is always making fun of the way I dance, but I don’t care.
30.My sisters and I have a great relationship.
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Exercise 37. Unit 7. Lesson 7d: Helping out
31.In times of trouble, you can always count on me.
32.Tina works for an non-governmental organization that helps the poor.
33.Will you make a donation for the new school hall?
34.My school is organizing a fundraising event to get money for some new
computers.
35.We’re organizing a concert to raise money for charity.
36.Stave is a volunteer firefighter.
37.Mark was educated privately at home.
38.They managed to escape the brutal attacks and return home safely.
39.Julius Caesar wrote a book about the civil war in ancient Rome.
40.The government has to take tough measures against unemployment.
41.The patient is in surgery right now.
42.Sharon had only a few injuries after the accident.
43.Karen never fails to amaze me with her great ideas.
44.Lou is in hospital getting treatment for his injuries.
45.Some charities raise money for the poor.
Exercise 38. Unit 7. Lesson 7e: Good luck!
46.The contest is about to begin. Are you ready?
47.The judge gave 10 points to the boy but only five to his partner.
48.The audience cheered when the singer went on stage.
49.All contestants have to wear shirts with a number on them.
50.The game is over and spectators are getting ready to leave.
51.The two opponents are best friends off and on the tennis court.
52.Have you got any suggestions for the weekend?
53.Congratulations on you new job, Ron.
54.Tina is an adventurous girl. She loves extreme sports.
55.Of course I want to hear all the details of your holiday in Australia.
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Exercise 38. Unit 8. Lesson 8a
1. Neal’s job involves a lot of traveling.
2. Our agency organizes city tours of all the major European capitals.
3. Simone doesn’t like backpacking holidays. She prefers to stay in a nice hotel.
4. Emma’s dress made an impression at the party.
5. Nicole is a chef and she has a real passion for cooking.
6. Santorini was partly destroyed by a volcano.
7. John said his dog is harmless, but I think it’s pretty dangerous.
8. The man had a red scar on his face and looked scary.
9. Harriet in not very keen on hip hop music, in fact, she hates it.
10.The performance was the most enjoyable event I’ve ever been to.
Exercise 39. Unit 8. Lesson 8b: The great outdoors
11.The weather’s great. Let’s go for a walk and enjoy the outdoors.
12.“Hey look, it’s Beyonce.” “Don’t talk nonsense. That’s just my cousin Mary.”
13.There’s a bucket full of water in the bathroom. Did you put it there?
14.I think you’re going to need a spade to dig a hole.
15.My grandmother keeps her garden tools in the shed.
16.The other day Tim was at the Internet café when he saw an elephant passing by.
17.I told you to steer clear of the fence. Now there’s fresh paint all over your
clothes.
18.Frank went to sleep and the next thing he knew, an earthquake woke him up.
19.There’s an insect in my soup! That’s disgusting!
20.Ian likes to try new dishes from time to time.
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Exercise 40. Unit 8. Lesson 8c: What went wrong?
21.Hurry up if you don’t want to miss your flight.
22.Do you have a lot of clothes? How many suitcases have you got?
23.It’s only the 20th of the month and we’ve already run out of money.
24.In Budapest, we stayed at a luxurious hotel by the river.
25.You can get your room keys from reception
26.All passengers should board the plane immediately.
27. This sofa is really uncomfortable. I don’t like it.
28.Phil didn’t hear the announcement and he missed his flight.
29.The ship has a crew of twenty-three men.
30.George is very disorganized and can never find what he wants.
Exercise 40b. Unit 8. Lesson 8c: What went wrong?
31.Donna forgot to put salt in the soup it’s completely tasteless.
32.The water supply was cut off for a few hours.
33.There were no injured passengers in the train accident.
34.If you have any complaints, you can tell the waiter.
35.Is there a travel agency near here?
36.Lucy hates organized trips. She loves backpacking holidays.
37.What’s that unpleasant smell?
38.Isabel tried to win the tennis match but she was unsuccessful.
39.The sales assistant in this shop is very impolite.
40.Don’t be so impatient, Steve. You’ll have your piece of cake in a minute.
Exercise 41. Unit 8. Lesson 8d: Going abroad
41.A man is waving at us from the train window.
42.The two girls hugged each other and started crying.
43.The new teacher greeted us with a smile.
44.Mario nodded to show that he agreed with Elisa.
45.Everyone bowed before the Queen.
46.It’s not polite to point at people.
47.What customs do you have on New Year’s Day?
48.Jane is not familiar with computers. Can you help her log on to the Internet?
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49.There was a very long queue at the bank today.
50.Shawn’s behaviour has changed a lot lately.
Exercise 41b. Unit 8. Lesson 8d: Going abroad
51.There’s a slight change in our schedule for today’s trip.
52.This ring is a gift from my mother.
53.Did Darren accept our invitation?
54.You don’t owe me anything. You gave me the 20 euros last week.
55.Could you please remove your shoes? I’ve just cleaned the carpet.
56.The Smiths will be offended if we don’t go to their party.
57.Gordon tapped me on the shoulder to get my attention.
58.Mrs Farmer kissed her granddaughter on the forehead and walked to the door.
59.Thomas bumped into his old Maths teacher the other day.
60.Jason tapped on the door lightly, because he didn’t know if Stuart was asleep.
Exercise 42. Unit 8. Lesson 8e: Holiday plans
61.The scenery changes all the time on a train journey.
62.Jerry’s taking part in a singing competition and he can’t hide his excitement.
63.There are some excellent slopes for skiing on that mountain.
64.Mauritius has many amazing resorts. It’s a wonderful place for your holidays.
65.These T-shirts are on special offer. We can buy two in the price of one.
66.The minimum time you need to spend on this activity is 20 minutes.
67.What skills are required for this job?
68.The restaurant plans to hire another three waiters.
69.The tickets are cheaper if you book them in advance.
70.We are grateful to you for your assistance to our problem.
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Exercise 43. Unit 8: Culture page 4
71.All aboard! The train is leaving in 5 minutes.
72.Sophie is reading an article about the history of the railway.
73.Which is the best route to the city?
74.Is there a link between the two cities?
75.Cary walked in the opposite direction and waved goodbye.
76.The Caspian Sea is actually a freshwater lake.
77.We need some fresh towels, please.
78.Let’s ask the museum attendant about the statue.
79.The first drinks are free of charge. You don’t need to pay.
80.During our visit to Italy, we got to know some of the local people and became
friends with them.
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